Involvement in the Student Sustainability Survey & campus sustainability projects as a whole

Campus As a LIVING LEARNING LABORATORY for Sustainability Action Research

Feed the Green, classroom connections, mass emails, targeted text messages ....

In Last Years Data? What other universities are doing around the country?


Facebook! QR CODES! Flyers! Posters! T-shirts! Mobile adapted survey!

- Targeting Education & Human Development, Fine Arts and Business Students.
  - Maintaining retention of last years participants
  - Reaching out to RSO’s, WSA, and doing more in classroom visits, in meeting visits and setting up shop in halls!

THE 5 W’S & AND AN H OF SURVEY CULTURE!

WHO: students with a stake in sustainability
WHAT: personal requests and/or incentives
WHERE: in classrooms, events, lingering around
WHEN: between 10:45 am and 3:15 pm
WHY: not knowing? No time? Not for me?
HOW: there are many, many ways ...
What’s going on out there in AASHEville?

The University of Illinois – Urbana Champagne
The Student Sustainability Committee is responsible for overseeing the AASHE recognized largest Green Fee on campus. They have a $14 per semester Campus Environment Fee and a $2 per semester Clean Energy Technologies Fee. This is a joint faculty, student and staff committee, but students only have voting power. Of the ten voting student members, every campus department is represented and two members must be graduate students.

The University of Vermont
The University of Vermont has a $10 per semester Clean Energy Fee for students. Every fall it collects ideas from campus, in the form of tabling, classroom presentations, poster and an online platform called IdeaScale used to submit projects, suggest ideas and “thumbs up or thumbs down” proposed projects.

Grand Valley State University*
Not in club AASHE BUT their Sustainable Community Development Initiative hosts Sustain Ambassadors in various departments on campus. Giving students from various majors, the opportunity to have major-specific q&a with a familiar face in their department!

The University of Missouri
Distributes a variety of smaller scaled student surveys throughout the year. After every major event the Environmental Leadership Office puts on, they distribute a survey either via email or paper asking students to rank and rate the event. This helps serve as gauge of student overall opinion of the events put on as their $1 a semester fee is an event fee, with projects funded on an at-will basis.

And this!